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Injected everywhere from fashion
to interiors, the cool hue will
leave you green – without the envy

CLOCKWISE FROM LEFT Go big on the
colour co-ordination and build layers of
luxury in a single hue with bold velvet
upholstery, painterly textiles and matte
finish walls by Zoffany; mid-century
silhouettes meet Islamic craftsmanship for
Bethan Gray’s collaboration with Iranian
artist Mohamad Reza Shamsian and their
exquisite cabinet, £7,500; get the green
goddess look in this vintage-inspired lace
dress from Erdem’s spring/summer 2018
collection; encrust your walls in a striking
yet calming mural – Gemstone Crystal,
£36sq m, Murals Wallpaper; and
handcrafted by master glassmakers in
Milan, these enchanting Liquefy tables are
made with tempered transparent crystal –
from £1,422 each, Glas Italia.
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CLOCKWISE FROM LEFT Get a spring update
with this Ozias nylon-mix in Poison, £68m,
Zoffany; take one more dance in these Block
colour tassel earrings, £10, Accessorize; pair
electric green upholstery with navy walls for
a psychedelic impact – Tango sofa in Marble
Butterfly Jade, £1,915; and Tango chair in
Estelle Teal, £1,172, both Duresta for Matthew
Williamson; we’re crushing hard on velvet
curtains – Sigma velvet in Seagreen, £52.50m,
Linwood Fabric Company; the coolest canopy
to hang out under at The Ivy restaurant,
London; dappled like sun-drenched sea water,
this Aphaea dinnerware, £145 (part of a
16-piece set), Swoon Editions, is perfect for a
cheerful alfresco moment; go geo green for
maximum impact underfoot – Key Shadow
rug, from £1,037, The Rug Company; and a
graceful companion in emerald blown glass
– Cynthia table lamp, £150; and tapered shade
in Jade Taj silk, £55, both Pooky Lighting.
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CLOCKWISE FROM ABOVE Brush up on your
grammar with this quirky set of ombré pencils,
£7.50 for five, Newton and the Apple; grassygreen terracotta tiles clad an extension to
Florida’s Centre for Asian Art; shine bright
like an emerald in Anthropologie’s metallic
Nightingale skirt, £98; faded sea green
walls make for dreamy bathing at El Fenn,
Marrakech; go from desk to disco in minutes
with Charlotte Tilbury’s Rebel eyeshadow
palette, £39; Timorous Beasties’s mesmerising
Cascade fabric panel, £378, ups the style ante;
a sumptuous bed for the ultimate duvet day in
the October 2014 Livingetc The New Dandy
shoot – Elgar headboard, £1,670, The Sofa &
Chair Company; upholstered in Kiss Velours
MLF2090-23 cotton velvet, £96m, Lorca at
Osborne & Little; and mattress, from £1,375,
Vispring; and Michelin-starred Cantonese
restaurant Duddell’s in London Bridge is
resplendent, with a glorious tiled bar.
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